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There can be few, if any, people today who do not live in states;
many may hardly be aware that they do so, much less of the particular ways
:1n which this situation directly and indirectly affects their existence;
and surely many more would be hard put to state precisely what sort of a
thing the state is, in which they exist.
Almost as many people currently live in plural societies;

and

many, perhaps most of those have frequent if not daily direct experience
of this condition;

but again, most people would be hard put to

characterise a plural society, much less to Sa:J how their existence within
one directly or otherwise affects them.
If these two statements are true, then it should create no
surprise that very few people in any country have clear ideas on the precise
relation between the state and their society, although each of these ·
realities in its own way exercises a profound and pervasive influer.ce on
their individual lives.
How deep is this confusion, this mystification of the very basis
and nature of the context of our social existence?

Long ago halinowski,

to whose memory and honour this lecture is dedicated, asserted as a general .
feature of human society that "myth is
of all culture.

e~

indispensable ingredient

It is ..• constantly regenerated;

every historica;L

change Creates its mytbolot;y which is, however, but indirectly related to
historical fact.

1
It is a constant by-product of living faith ••. "

"It is a living realHy ••. It is not an idle tale, but a hard-worked
active force;

it is not an intellectual explanation or an c>..rtistic ir:1agery,

hut a pragmatic charter of primitive faith a.<d moral wisdom. " 2

In a

substantial measure the mystification of reality, failure to perceive the

but
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objective nature of things, referred to above, reflects the power of the
myths by which men live, at all levels of social development and intellectual
sophistication.
Let me illustrate.
member of the United Nations.

The United 3 ta tes since

194 5 has been a

The United States is a nation;

and the

United Kations is an organisation whose members are 'sovereign' states.
Nystification inheres in the presumption that all nations are states, and
vice versa.

f1Iost

of the member states of the United Nations are polyethnic

societies, and most of those are plural societies.

Very few member states

of the United Nations incorporate single nations, as that concept is generally
understood by its relation to nationalism,

In other words, Westen1ers

labour under the misplaced identification of nation and state;

~~d

the

assur:lption that any sovereign state incorporates and represents a single
nation.

The myth, as Nalinowski would say 'the living reality', lies in

our general equation of state and society.

Given the unity of our state,

then from this equation it folloJJ"s thrtt our society is also a unity;
a

~nity

of what kind?

but

To such a question the historic answer is, "A nation."

But what. precisely does this concept mean?

For John Stuart Nill, "A portion

of mankind may be said to constitute a t; ationali ty if they are united among
themselves by common sympathies, Hhich do not exist betwe::en them a."ld any
others - Hhicb xm make them co-operate with each other more wilD.ngly than
with other people."J

For Rupert Zmerson, "The nation is a community of

people who feel that they belonG toc;ether iD the double sense that they
share deeply sicnificant elements of a common heritae;e, that they have a
common destiny for the f-:J.ture •.•

A nat:i_on is today the la:t-gest community

which, when the chips are down, effectively commands men's loyalty."

4

These

stater.1ents are sufficient to show that the current international order is
a mess - an assertion of t-that ought to be rather dlhan of what is, nar,wly
that all member stat8s of the United liations are what Emerson, following

Nill, would call 'terminal communities. '5
Secessionist movements by Kurds in Iraq and Iran, by Turks
in Cyprus, Ibo in Nigeria, Papuans and Sumatrans in Indonesia, ixx~ixr

Basques in Spain, Somalis in Ethiopia, southern peoples of the Sudan, Arabs
Jews
in Israel, Israelis in Russia, and other movements elsewhere, illustrate
the error of the general presumption that underlies our contemporary
equation of nation and state, namely that all or almost all of the
citizens of a state "share deeply significant elements of a common heritage
and •• a common destiny for the future."

6

As Rustow remarks, "nationhood

is a matter of degree - a given people at a given time may be more or less
a nation, while none fully approximates the ideal type.

Noreover, a state's

boundaries may not coincide with he limits of national self-consciousness;
the state may include ethnic minorities that do not feel the same national
allegiance, and exclude national groups beyond the borders (i.e, irredentas)
that dol

Taking both variables into account, it may be easy enough to

agree intuitively that Halaysia today is less of a nation-state than Algeria,
Algeria less than Turkey, and Turkey less than Sweden ••• But once nationality
is acknowledged to be a matter of degree, there is little profit in drawing
a rigid line."?

In brief, for all the major theorists to wnom we are

indebted for the institution of the modern state - Baudin, Hobbes, Locke,
Rousseau, J!lontesquieu and the authors of the Federalist Papers - either
the character and composition of the
were

con~erned

citizen~;

of the states with which they

were irrelevant, or they were assumed to be sufficiently

homog'3neous in culture, la..Ylguage and descent to fulfi:i their criteria of a
genuine political community.

In consequence, i-lesterners have inherited a

theory of the state which assumes the ethnic homoe;enei ty of' its ci tiz.ens,
that is, their national unity founded on common descent, birthplace, lanzuage,
history and culture.

However, these 17th and 18th century ideas of the

state helped Europeans first to reorganise their o-.n polities a::. nationstates, and then to impose this model of the state, by force orotherwise,
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on all mankind, so that presently we may suppose that every potentially
productive strategic acre is appropriated to some state or another,
along with its inhhbitants.

However, in very few contemporarJ states

do all citizens share a common history, birthplace, ethnic heritage·
and descent.

In other words, most contemporary states are ethnically

heterogeneous and incorporate plural societies.
nationality is either a critical

questio~

In many such states,

or a matter of faith, depending

firstly on one's ethnic identity and secondly on individual perspective.
For most new states, national integration and nationhood presuppose
aation building;

and for such purposes it is commonly argued by liberal

thinkers that the particularistic loyalties that attach to linguistic,
racial, ethnic, religious or regional communi ties mtA.st be dispersed or
at least subordinated to the higher, more inclusive and universalistic
loyalty the citizen is supposed to owe the nation, personified by the state.
In the view of l'lany social scientists, to effect this change is perhaps
the first and most indispensable condition for the viability and
political development of a modern state.
useful to review some of the

er.~pirical

Accordingly it should be

data that illustrate or bear on

al ternat.ive but not exclusive modes of articulation of state and nation
in plural societies of different kinds, with particular reference to
the

neH

states of the

to explore thb

Thil~d

ge~eraJ.

'·I orld.

ln this essay i t is only fOssible

problem in a prelimina:ry way with the aid of

structu::·aJ. typologies of conLemporary or recent s":.ates and plural
societies.

Hopefully it may be possible to undertake a more systematic

survey of these and other structural patterns at some later date.

8
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Since J.S.Furnivall coined the term over thirty years ago, there
have been many differing definitions of the plural society,9 a developmen
that partly reflects the great variety of social conditions and strucin
tures to which the term might equally well apply; but briefly,/the
broadest sense, by plural society we refer to a society whose members
are deeply divided into categories or groups on the basis of such factors
as language, race, ethnicity, community of descent or provenience,
religion, distinctive social institutions, and culture.
a

sin~le

In some cases

variable, such as race, provides the socially institutionalised

basis for such divisions;

in other cases two or moe variables together

define themajor lines of cleavage or division.

For example, in American

society race by itself separates citizens of differing racial stock.
I

Canada, on the other hand, Quebecois

constituted as a

distin~t

are self-identified and objectively

ethnic division of the Canadian people by

a comoination of :Zkf.: French as their first language, by descent, culture,

by their· shared

g~~n

regional base, and by Catholicism.

Largely in

acknm-Tledgment of this combination of factors that differentiate
Quebecois from

Anglo-C~~adians,

from 1840 onwards Quebec has enjoyed

Provincial status with considerable internal autonomy within the Canadian
Federation.

By contrase, accordin5 to Pierre van den Berghe, "Black

culture' in the United States, so far as its objective characteristj_cs
are concerned, is overwhelmingly a variant of the dominant
culture;
not

Anglo-s~~on

its special characteristics are a result of pariah status,

. -,
survlv~s

0
.
o f . Af rlcan
cult·ure. .. l

In the comparative analysis of

plural societies, we must therefore take into account differences in
the nature and number of the modalities by which, separately ortoc;ether,
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the sections or segments of the inclu3ive society are distinguished
and implicitly contraposed.

The boundary line might be virtually

uni-modal, as in the case of Black-white categories in America, or
bi-modal, as with the ethnic divisions of white Americans such as
~11ericans;

Italian, Greek or Polish

the bo"Jndary could be tri-modal,

as in Ulster, where Protestant immigrants of differing ethnic stock
are contraposed against native Catholic Irish;

or it could be multi-

modal as ln Quebec, Cyprus, Nieeria andmany other countries, although
predictably these multi-modal divisions vary in their particular
combinations of divisive factors, and in the relative weight placed on
each by the differing sectional cultures and the changing political
context.
It helps to recognise these variables as possible modes or
dimensions of pluralism and, as Pierre Van den Berghe suggests, to
recognise that pluralism is itself a variable and multi-dimensional
condition .Hhich appears in many modes and with differing intensities
in different societies.

11

This perspective directs attention to the

variable intensity and social significance of those structural divisions
and cultural differences that together indicate the presence of pluralism.
Ji'or exanple, in the USA the racial factor which sets apart white and
black Americans clearly has geater social significance and psycholoe;ical
5.ntensi ty for both these racial categories than do the combined variables
that discriminate their ethr;ic sec;ments among the white population.
In other words, intrj_nsj_c or extrinsic conditions corr.monly operate to
ascribe dj_fference s of high sccial sign:'..ficance and intensity to various
conditions or factors that provicc possible bases for plural div isions
within a given society.

.::r, large measure the differential weicLtin.::;

of such differentiae r e flects predisposiUons and value orientations of
the dominant culture.

For example, Huslims are obliged by Islam to
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assign the greatest weight to religion in the organisation and conduct
of social life.

This means that religion ipso facto has priority over

other variables such as language, ethnicity or race, in the organisation
of the ethnic communities under l'·luslim rule.

In contrast, according

to some scholars, ideas attached to race exercise greater dominance
for purposes of social classification and organisation in the cultures
of Northwest.Europeans than among Iberians. 12

In any event, for any

variable or combination of variables to provide the basis for simultaneous
aggregation and division within human societies, it must first be institutionalised within the public domain of such societies, and there
r

given these prescriptive functions or implications.

Alternatively,

hm<fever prevalent and widely acknowledged in practice, lacking such
institutionalised prescriptive significance, social variables derive
their meaning and value from individual inclinations and the situations
in which they appear.

Among American whites, for example, ethnicity

often varies in its significance situationally, between an:i within
local etb..nic [roups, as well as bebreen individuals of the same and/or
differing religious affiliation and social class.

In other words,

lacking prescriptive instib.tional status in the public domain, etb..nic
identity and ethnlcity, J ike religious, class and party affiliation, are
formally equivalent options for Americ<m whites, and in no way modifies
their rights and obligations as citizens to participate in the public
domain of American society, that is at the level of regulative corporate
organisation a...'1d activity which includes government, laH, economy,
education, social, occupational a...'1d industricl orcanisations, churches,
ru1d political parties.

It is immediately apparent that in ar1y centralised

political socie t,;: the core and major structu:r:es of the public domain
consist in that s::-t of political institutions which is charged with
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the regulation and co ordination of collective interests and affairs of
the society and its population.

Always the authoritative regulation

of the society's relations with external units is a critical responsibility of it;;; central co-ordinative political institution; iJ

and so

too, especially in contemporary societies, is its responsibility for
regulating the social economy, and especially the distributions of
access to

~~d

assets and activities within the market, as well as the

conditions and, increasingly, the volumes of market transactions of
differing type, and the identity, organisation, affiliations and
operation of units whose participation structures the market.
In effect, discussion of various possible dimensions of
pluralism and their 'lariable intensities and combinations has led us
directly to the public or corporate domain, on which these variables
and social divisions depend for their institutionalisation and enforcement alike;

an-J Hith reference to politically centralised

societies, at least, this analysis directs attention to the variable
structures and roles of the state in plural societies that differ in
their structures as well as their plural modalities, histories, demographic profiles and ecological situations.
Despite I<orton rried' s warning that "it is impossible to
offer a unified definj_tion of tf.e state that Hould be satisfact9ry
1
.
.
. h t h e pro bl em, "
even to a maJority
o f those serlous_y
concerne d w1t.

14

I sugeest that for present purposes,
"states may be defined either as a,egregates endowed with
auton.omous central a_eencies that ::::-egulate their public
affairs, or, :r.ore narrowly, as t.be central regulative institutions of such C91lectivities.
Thus, in the wider sense
the statG is 2. cerj trd.ised collectivity· wl:ose autono:-:::y and.
resources will vari with the type and range of affairs it
is expec:_ed to rec:uJ.ate.
In the narrower sense the state

-9is identified with the central institutions that reculate the
collective affairs of a discrete but internally autono mous
public.
The scope and range of affairs subject to such
central reeulation will vary situationally and historically
in any unit as an effe~t of endogenous and exogenous circumstances.
rlowever, all that is required to constitute a
state are, first the existence of a central authority recoEnised as discrete and supreme; and, second, the capacitJ of
tbat central authority to regulate autonomously those collective affairs reserved at any given period for it."
(15)
The institutional core of this concept of the state corresponds very
closely to "the government, the administration, the military and the
police, the judicial branch, sub-central eovernment and parliamentary

a~semblies

- which ma..l{e up 'the state' "

16

accordinG to Ralph Hili band.

Both definitions implicitly distinguish the state from society and
indicate their relationship.

For both, the state is that set of struc-

tures Hhich claims and exercises supr8me regulatory rights and functions
for the society of which it is the central co-ordinative unit.
Formally,

~tate-orc anised

internally autor.omous1

societies are territorially defined and

but neither condition is always necessary.

Instead of sovereignty, Hhicb is a historical postulate and ideal
of :/estern political thought, but in practice a marginal and limiting
case, it is empirically sufficient a.11d in logic only necessary ±'or any
set of central politica1_ i r.stitutions to enjoy the autonomy and
authori.t y it r equires to r egulate l egitimately all the various interests,
units

ar;:l

affairs

o.re entr:J s t ed by tradi U on or i ts constitu tion

~;bic::b

to i ts control, f or s ucL a. pol i t y t o Hi n r e cogn ition a s a state by
scholars and men of practical affairs.

Accordingly, for clarity

of tboug);t on thes e r.1 atters, and to pursue our problem further, we
should shed t hos e :1orr.1at:i.ve but ethnocentric nvtions tbat virtually
identify ;nodern and particularly ;netropoli tan states as the only proper
H)

instances of this form •.

c ·

'1'hat done, we may recognise colonial states,
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dynastic states, tributary states, feudal states, city states, tribal
states, theocracies of various kinds, as equally interesting, significant and valid varieties of the state.
There are of course numerous stateless societies;

an~

these

differ in their scale and structure as well as size, ecological base,
geographical distribution, and many other characteristics. 19
whelmin~ly,

according to our

ethno~raphies,

Over-

most of these stateless

or acephalous societies are homogeneous in their culture, ethnic camposition, language, history, social organisation and culture.
much what

~-re

This is

would expect, given their lack of any effective structures

of central regulation to incorporate people of differing culture and
stock.

Eowever, at least for precolonial Africa, the ethnographic

literature indicates that various acephalous societies such as the
Terik-Teriki, Dwamba, Ca, Tallensi and Kagoro successfully and peacefull:y integrated incominc; peoples. of differing provenience, ethnici ty,
lanb~age

and ancestral culture.

20

Frederi1~

Barth's account of 3Hat

Patha.'1 society in northeastern Pakistan also indicates that there for
ce!lturics a small conquering tiuslim minority has dominated and exploited
a much larcer Hindu population of differin,z ethnic stock Hithout
establishinc; any central political :institutions v:hi.cb could, by any
streJ::.ch of the

i:n:::~:~ination,

less soc:;,et,les

ma~/

J.cncs.

2
be l'·:c z"lrded as a state. 1.

inco::-po::~.:. te

In s hort, state-

e t':1nic pl1;ralities ;..;itb or without vio-

Conversely, '.-rhiJ. e some st:1tcs incorporate e i:.hnically homo-

geneous populatio:1s - as for example Denmark, Greece or Italy, - others
commonly j_ncorprJrate people s of di·terse culture, language and ethnic
stock by forcible domination, as Oppenheimer argued to support the son.
called 1 conquest theory of the state 1 , some polyethnic states may be
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consensual in genesis and character.

The establishment and history of

the Hausa state of l'laradi, north of Katsina, by the unwritten agreement of two peoples of differing history, religion, ethnicity, social
organisation and culture, shows that state organisation as well as
statelessness may provide for the free and peaceful incorporation of
diverse ethnic stocks in a common society. 23

In a rather different

way, so does the American incorporation of successive waves of immigrants from

~urope

during the last century.

If some states represent single homogeneous societies, while
others incorporate pluralities of two or more distinct aggregates,
clearly as a general form the state cannot always and everywhere be
equally or uniformly identified with the society it incorporc.tes,
regulates and represents.

l·1oreover, while states frequently regulate

marriage, inheritance, and increasingly nowadays varicus aspects of
family life' it would be plainly rid:i.culous to identify those ins"t.itutions rrith the state.

i1uch the same is true for such other social

institutions as lru1guage, education, s:port, formal associations, and,
in liberal secular states, for religion as well.

He must thereforG

recognise that while most stateless societies are also homogeneous in
culture, et:-n:ici ty, social or.::;ard.sa tion and much else, some are not;
and most of these latter contain two or more stocks of diverse

p~ove-

nience •·:ho li 'Je tozether peacefully Hi.tb or ;..-i thout extensive cultural
a:3::;:im:D.a tion.

24

Conversc::J.y , -.,bile many states, and. certai:rJ.y most

member-states in the United Nations today incorporate plural societies,
that is, populations whose internal divisions of race, ethnicity, religion,
language, culture or social organisation are institutionalised c;o!lditions
that regulate their access to the public domain, not all states,
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In short, pluralism

historic or contemporary, have such societal bases.

and state organisation vary independently, so that neither always
presupposes or entails the other.
structure has several variants.

JV:oreover, each of these kinds of
It is necessary therefore to indicate

the major varieties of each before pursuing further the problematic
question of their interrelations;

and

~~ven

the scale and limitations

of our enquiry, having allusively indicated the rich corpus of ethnographic material that bears on these problems, I shall restrict my
further remarks to state organisations in twentieth-century plural
societies whose relevance for recent and contemporary international
affairs few can doubt.

For present purposes, a dual classification of states is the
simplest we can use.

To this end,

~~e

mGy group recent or

contemporary states in four exclusive categories, namely:

metropolitan,

colonial, emergent or post-colonial, and miscellaneous or other, this
-~------·- ·~· ·--~~--

..--

fourth residual category being reserved for all states which are neither
metro pol i tal>, emergent, nor colonial.
tinguish states as

u~,

th~econd. _-~x~ we

On

consociational,

or~·

can dis-

For purposes

of this classification, uni tarJ states arc all those directly subject
to the wH1 of a sinrle central poli ticcl directorate, as for exa:nple
:lritain, Fol2I1d, Cub3., arld Sri Lanka.
·! of polity

irl

which

o.u~hori ty

13:;

consociation l mean a form

to cavern the conmon affaj_:;:-s of an inclusive

society is distributed. and shared between the various distinct collectivi ties that constitute i t as internally
partners
content.

(1969,

P•

h39).

autonor:~ous

a..-:d equally valued

Consociations varj formu.lly and in

'.i.'he most familiar forms are such constit1:1tionally established
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federations and confederations as the USA, Australia, Canada, etc.
However, not every federally structured polity is a genuine consociation.

For example, though India, China and the USSR all appear

to have this form, given the unusual and far-reachin g concentrations
of decision-naking and executive powers vested in their central institutions, they correspond more closely in substance to the mode of a
unitary state.

On the other hand, various regimes which are consti-

tuted as unitary states may in fact operate as consociations if their
principal segments co-operate to govern their societies

th~ough

formal

or in formal coalitions, as for example was the practice in Lebanon, 1943I if 'I 9 - I q I ~~ (f J 'f j

1975, in Austria, 1946-1966, Suriname ri9SS~ '~·n7
-

Halaysia 1955-1969;

1

Cyprus 1960-1963, and

~ ~---- -~·~ .... -

·.-----, ...

ar1d the example of Nic;eria from 1951-1966 shows that

coalition raay , ever: in federations, ensure t;-reater cooperation and

participation of t he diverse segments in national government.
Arend Lijphart identifies consociational regiro1es as the
conditions in which covernment proceeds through some variety of e;rand
coalition of t h e l eadership of the mc.jor segments of the common s ociety.
Thus these segmental elltes

:;n;.1st

coll aborate in governance of the common

society , whe t her bJ proportional representation,or by some poHer- s haring
formula t hat inv ol ves :m.:tual vetoes 2.r.d intern3J. autono my of the coopera tinc s ecments .

Ac cor~!i ncl"r,

Lij pr,J..rt rec:ards Canada

anc

Israel

a.s no t f ull ·r consociati o:nal, s inc e the./ lack one or more of thest::
defi nitive features.

::o+,:=.tbJ y , though, 1srael, Eolland and Austria

are consti tutionally es t::tbli sh..=:d as un:itary s tates,throuc h coal1.tions
and other pm-1er- sharin g arranc:c ments t hey operate as consociations;
Hhile India, ll33i\

'--·

a11d

3outh Afr j.ca, t houcb constituted on federal lines,

operate effecthel y as un:itar; s tates.
Consoci a UOil3 vary s t.ructur<lily, but al vtaJs avoid concentrating
decis ive power over thetr policy fcrr1ation in a single individual,

office, party, or interest-group.

Thus, besides federations and

confederations such as Switzerland, USSR, USA, Australia, and Canada,
consociational states include such divergent power-sharing regimes
as Israel, Lebanon 194)-75, Malaysia 1955-69, Cyprus 1960-6), and Nigeria

1957 to 1966. 25

The political pattern that prevailed in Suriname

from 1949. to 1975 illustrates another mode of consociation.

However,

as allusively indicated by the dates attached to these diverse
regimes, consociational states are relatively vulnerable to the
pressures they themselves generate among and between their segmental
constituents, who struggle to uphold or modify the conditions and
objectives of power-sharing.

For example, while American and

Australian federations have progressed from strength to strength, the
Nigerian federation broke down in 1966 and the Canadian one is currently
under debate.

Various regional federations which the British imperial

government promoted in its semi-final flurry of decolonisation collapsed
under their own weight in less time than it took to put them together;
for example, the Central Africa.TJ. Federation of Northern and
Rhodesia and Nyasaland;

Sout~1ern

the Malay Federation, and the West Indies

Federation, from •rhich Guyana and Belize (then British Honduras)
wisely held aloof.
Besides this dual classification of recent and contew.porary
states as

conso~iational

or uni tarJ, it is also appropriate to dis-

tinguish states of Marxist base and type, such as

~he

USSR, Poland,

East Germany, Cuba and China, from others that lack such bases and.
orientations.

It is also useful to exter.d the cla.sslfication beyond

the consociational and unitary categories to include a third residual
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category, labelled 'Other', in which we may place such divergent
anomalies as the European Economic Community (which may now be
evolving into a metropolitan super-state), or Zimbabwe, which at
the time of writing is in uncertain transition from illegality and
herrenvolk democracy 27 to a populist democracy based on ethnic and
racial votes,
To illustrate this dual classification, the following
T.able maJ be useful;

but since units cited in the Table as

instances of differing types of state are included because they
also represent differing types of society, before further discussion
of this Table, we should take another look at the large and very
varied category of plural societies, in order to distinguish their
major varieties.

To this end, it is best to summarise briefly

some recent formulations by other students.
As against our two-dimensional classification, Crawford
Young, for whom "the state ,,, is the authoritative arena which defines the framework for cultural pluralism," 28 having classified
states by their 'cultural bases' into eight categories, then
classifies the societies that these states incorporate into six
groups distinguished by their conditions of cultural unity or diversity.

Besides societies with homogeneous cultures such as

Japan and Costa Rica, Young distinguishes ex-colonies with clearly
dominant groups of .'isiatic or African ancestry who rule associated
minorities.

A third class consists of those societies whose

dominant groups, whether or

~ot

they are numerical minorities,

represent the major cultural traditions that provides their organisati onal base &.nd framework, as, for example, is the case in
most of Latin Alllerica, and :ln such states as Sudan, Iran, Ethiop:i.a,
Thailand, Burma, Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam. 29

His fourth cate-
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such as that in Cyprus between Muslim Turks and Christian Greeks,
or that in Guyana between Afro-Guyanese and people of East Indian
descent.3°

A fifth category consists of states that incorporate

populations divided by a single variable along a multiplicity of
cultures, none of which is clearly dominant, politically or numerically.

Lebanon and Syria are cited, along with 'most sub-Saharan

African states' as illustrations of this 'multip'<>lar pattern with
no dominant groups. ,Ji

Young's sixth and final category consists

of states having populations that are differentiated on the basis
of more than one variable, as for example India, where caste, religion, and language provide 'interlocking, interacting, but
distinctively separate bases for politically relevant identity
12

groups.·~

Nigeria, Uganda and Indonesia are also cited to

illustrate this category,
Approachji1.g the study of pluralism in its various modes
from the perspective of ethnic relations, R.A.Schermerhorn developed
a rather different set of categories based on differing criteria
which include, inter alia, the contrasting centripetal and centrifugal tendencies of differing structural arrangements;

the diverse

paradigms that legitimate inequality in situations of cultural
congruity and diversity;

and, given the dominance-subordinativn

structures that col!Lrnonly characterise plural societies, the
divergent orientations of the subordinate section or

sectic~s

to the

centripetal and cent:dfugal processes and forces 1n their environment.JJ
Bea.ring in mind these and other recent approaches to the
study of plural societies, and

hav~ng

identified such societies

by their deep internal divisions into population segments or
sections that are, or are felt by their members to be, inherently
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different by virtue of differences of culture, race, ethnicity,
language, religion, or some complex combination of these variables,
I wish to distinguish two primary types of plural society, the
hierarchic and the segmental, and to recognise a third, more
variable category, in which these two types are variously combined.
In hierarchic pluralities, one section of the population
which is culturally and/or racially distinct dominates the rest,
and so ranks above them.

The dominated population may consist of

more than one cultural section, ranked serially as superior and
inferior, or equally as co-ordinates, despite reciprocal closure.
Suriname, described by Rudolph van Lier, and British Guiana, described
by Leo Despres, illustrate the latter type.J4

Alternatively,

various ma,ior divisions of the inclusive plural society may claim
or hold co-ordinate political and legal status, as was the case
in the ill-fated Nigerian Federation of 1959 to 1966.3 5

In such

a case, the plural society has a segmental structure, since its
major c1utural divisions are segments that hold co-ordinate status
and autonomy within it and. under its constitution and law.
should therefore

r~cognise

We

two quite distinct types of plural society,

the hierarchic and the segmental, and anticipate that various combinations of these alternatives may occur in particular empirical
cases, as :for example in South Africa.
As corporate units, societies necessarily incorporate their
members, either

ind~vidually

in categories or groups.

and cUrectly, or as necessary ind.irectly,

SegmentaJ.ly structured plural societies

such as Nigeria before 1966, and 3urina:ne and Guyana, incorporate
individuals indirectly in the inclusive society, since to enjoy
effective citizenship,

ev~ryone

must first belong to one or other
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of the major cultural segments that constitute the society.

More-

over, since such segments, to avoid domination by others, assert
and pursue internal autonomy in the regulation of their own affalrs,
the public domain in which they all participate will be substantively
consociational.

Either that consociation will be explicitly federal

or confederal in form, or implicitly and informally so, given some
conventional or negotiated bases of coalition or power sharing.J

6

I therefore describe the basic mode of incorporation within such
consociational polities as segmental or equivalent.
In hierarchic pluralities, on the other hand, the dominant
cultural section, whether or not it is a demographic minority, but
especially when it is, monopolises or seeks to monopolise the
societal public domain, that is, all those institutions, organisations
and resources through which the state resJlates the society's
public affairs.

Accordingly the domlnant and subordinate sections

of such societies are differentially incorporated.

'l'hus, just as

status parities or complementarities are essential in consociational
pluralities based on equivalent or segmental modes of incorporation,
so inequalities of status at collective and individual levels are
basic to and presupposed by the structure of hierarchic pluralities
based on differential incorporation.

In such structures, individual

ID!.'lm'bers of the supe:r.ior section, even when anonymous, can conunonly
enfo:...~ce

deference anc1 obedience on all members of inferior sections

in almost any circumstances.

American and West Indian slavery,

medieval serfdom, the su·oordination of Hausa to Fulani in the 19thcentury caliphate of Sokoto, of Berber and Arab to French in Algeria,
of Africans and Shirazi to Arabs in Zanzibar, or of Hutu to Tutsi
until 1960 in Ruanda and Burtmdi, illustrate varlous state-regulated
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plural societies grounded on differing conditions of differential
incorporation.)?
Yet another mode of incorporation enrols all individuals
directly, equally and on formally identical terms in the common
public domain of the inclusive society, without requiring their
prior membership in any intermediate unit such as the hierarchic
sections or contrapuntal segments of differential and consociational
regimes.

This was the intention of the founding fathers of the

United States in

~heir

historic Declaration of 1776.

To indicate

its distinctive qualities, we may therefore describe this third, final
mode of incorporation as universalistic or uniform.JB

Various writers, remarking the hierarchic ordering of
ethnic

an~

racial blocs in many colonial societies, have treated

these as simple instances of social stratification, to which such
concepts as social and cultural pluralism are redundant and confusing.J9

There are several major difficulties with such an

approach.

Firstly, many

plura~

societies consist of co-ordinate

rather than ranked segments, as for instance Cyprus, Malaysia,
Nigeria and Belize.

In other cases, as for example in colonial

and post-colonial Suriname, South Africa, Indonesia and ZimbabweRhodesia, social sections are incorporated and differentiated by
complex combinations of hierarchic and segmental alignments together.

Clearly such compartmenta.lised social structures differ

notably in form, condition, content and concept from familiar patterns of social stratification.

40

Yet if this is conceded for

these segmentally structured and more polyglot pluralities, precisely
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the same point holds, and for precisely the same reasons, in such
hierarchic colonial societies as Kenya, Uganda, Jamaica, Guyana
and Grenada.

41

As Harle Haug observes, having examined the nature

and significance of pluralism in 114 contemporary states,

with

data from the Cross Polity Survey of Banks and Textor, "The implication is that pluralism is not simply another form of social
stratification which can be subsumed under that variable, but constitutes a special condition of diversity which varies widely in
degree across societies.

As such it must be considered as a factor

in the development of any universally applicable system theory."

42

"As regards these alternative modes of incorporation [just
mentioned, the setmental, universalistic and differential,]
although analytically distinct, they are not necessarily
exclusive, ~~d may be combined in various ways to constitute different types of complex regime.
Thus, in
South Africa, whites are incorporated differentially
from non-whites, universalistically as citizens of the
Republic, and consociationally through the provincial
organisation.
Consociational and universalistic modes
of incorporation can be found in societies that lack
cultural or social pluralism, but in the latter context
they are differentially associated with these different
levels of pluralism."
(4.3)
Moreover~

as I remarked several years ago, considering states of

that kind,
"Consociations that unite collectivities of differing
institutional organisation, ethnic provenience, and
sectional interest, as, for example, in Uganda, Guyana,
Cyprus or Nigeria, are ~specially prone to intersegmental strife in their communal divisions.
In
such unions, institutionally differentiated segments are
also normally unequal in numbers, need and economic
potentials r divided by intere:::;t.s and issues that provoke
frequent collisions and segmental demands for secession
or dominance.
Stn:cturally, though consociations
prescribe equivalence or complement~~ity among their
components, they can rarely avoid de facto disparities
in distributions of power, influence, and public
preference, though such disparities exacerbate segmental
fears and tensions among the privileged and the unprivileged alike.

- 21 Instability inheres in the combination of equally
autonomous segments differentiated by structure, size,
ethnic and institutional background, interest, need and
power.
Lacking any continuous external threat to their
joint security, each of these institutionally differentiated segments may seek to preserve or extend its internal
autonomy against aggrandizements of others, while stressing its corporate unity and exclusive identity.
Beyond
a certain level, such intersegmental action reconstitutes
the consociation as a system of external poll tical relations between its segments, rather than a condition of
social w1ion."
(44)
It is true, as Arend Lijphart points out, that in
the relatively favourable contexts offered by such minor European
states as Holland, Belgium, Switzerland and Austria since World War II,
consociational democracy seems to have facilitated political integration and development by allowing different segments to mobilise
their interests and resources to co-operate either to suspend or to
4
resolve the issues that formerly contraposed them. 5

Nonetheless,

in the less favourable conditions that prevail outside Europe in
such countries as Lebanon, Uganda, Malaysia, Algerie, Cyprus and
Nigeria, consociational democracy has not yet always proved equal
to the pressures placed upon it by intrinsic and/or extrinsic
political conditions.

46

In Surinrune, until so recently upheld as

another success for Dutch consociational.ism, the recent military
coup was evidently in part promoted by the accumulated public frustrations brought on by nearly thirty years of conservative politics
1-1i thin

a broadly consociationaJ. framework. 4 7

Whether the

'semi~

-

consociational democrach' of Canada, having survived the referendum
in Quebec, •rill withstand central pressures towards federalism,
remains obscure.

Notably, desplte Arthur Lewis' persuasive argu-

ment published fifteen years ago in favour of government by

coa1i~ion

and consociation ln West Africa, none of the fifteen states of
that region, all of which incorporate polygsegmental :plural societies
subordinated to multi-ethnic modern elites under conditions which
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are widely regarded as specially favourable to consociationalism,
have so far moved to adopt this solution to their political problems.
Instead, the Nigerian federation has successively multiplied its
component par+.s from three regions to twelve, and more recently to
nineteen states, undoubtedly to ensure that no state or likely combination of states will muster sufficient force to threaten the
authority and integrity of the nation-state which was restored to
chilian rule in October 1979.
If we now look again at the Table already presented,
in which states are classified first as consociational, unitary,
or anomalous, and secondly as metropolitan, colonial, emergent, or
other, the instability of Third World consociations, and their
proneness to internal violence and disruption, is immediately obvious
and striking, parti.cularly when 'emergent' regimes are compared with
'metropolitan' examples.

Evidently, as Lijphart argues, those

countries in which a modernising polyethnic elite cooperates to
govern a population divided into a multitude of ethnic units,
none of which could hope to dominate the rest, may enjoy favourable
conditions for political stability and nation-building;

yet, on the

evidence, hardly without the accident of humane and outstanding
leadership such as Nyerere and Kaund.a have di splayed in Tanzania
and Zambia respectively.
Just as bipolar or multipolar pluralities of segmental
structure appear to have elective d.ffinlties for consociational
kinds of regime, so too, in contrast, do hierarchically ordered
pluralities based on differential incorporation almost "naturally"
take the form of unitary states, whatever the demographic proportions
of their dominant and. d0rr.ina-cad sections.
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There are of course various complex combinations of
unitary and consociational state organisations in extensive
pluralities that are at least formally federations, such as the
USSR, India, the USA, China, and South Africa,

However, on the

evidence, despite their consociational form, the central governments
of India, South Africa, China and the USSR enjoy such overwhelming
superiority of power vis-a-vis their constituent republics,
provinces or states that de facto they operate very much as
unitary states of identical extent and societal composition would
in
be expected to do.
Interestingly,/all four cases over the past
thirty years, with the sole exception of India under its recent shortlived coalition government, these four most extensive and complex
pluralities have effectively operated as single-party states, the
very antithesis of the consociational models advocated by Arthur
Lewis and Arend Lijphart.
On a world scale, Latin America provides the most extensive
and continuous area distributed among hierarchic pluralities incorporated as unitary states.

Hodally, these Latin American

states are highly authoritarian, heavily centralised, and no less
subject to military domination and direction than many younger and
1nore fragile states of sub-Saharan Africa.

Yet, on the evidence,

these modally authoritarian Latin American regimes with their
periodic and short-lived bursts of populism and democracy, ha.ve maintained the boundaries and integrity of their states for more than a
century, while facilitating the internal evolution of their various
plural societies in differing ways and at diverse rates.

It seems

probatle that the varied but extensive and cumulative processes
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of structural preservation and change that Latin America has experienced over the past hundred and fifty years may be positively
associated with the curious and specifically Latin American mixture
of security and insecurity within its dominant cultural section,
which is also the most numerous.
Two other phases or conditions of those unitary states
based on differentially incorporated plural societies contrast
sharply with one another, and with the specifically Latin

~~erican

model, with its extraordinary combination of contrasting qualities,
such as stability and instability, fragility and resilience,
authoritarianism and liberalism, etc.
/

referred to appear like polar opposites;

The alternatives just
but clecu-ly they may

at most illustrate extremes on a continuum in which the Latin
American variants probably cluster around the centre.

The contrast

between these extremes commonly illustrates different phases in
the development or evolution of hierarchic pluralities incorporated
as unitary states.

Ulster, Nigerla, Zimbabwe or Jamaica at various

points in its history, exhibit both phases very well.

In the first

phase, order prevails as a function of the extraordinary concentration of power, organisation and other relevant resources in the
hands of the dominant cultural section, which may or may not be
dem_pgraphic majority, but
~ld

wh:i.~h

~

in either case seeks to entrench

aggrandize its controlling power as a necessa1y condition of

its existence.

This apparently stable fo:!:"m of differential in-·

corporation was typical of all European colonies

i~

Africa and in

Asia, as well as the Caribbean, Polynesia, and, before their various
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successful revolts, in the Hapsburg domains and the European colonies
in the Americas as well.
When these stable and apparently unchallengeable structures
of sectional domination are effectively challenged, the other and
commonly the final phase of the hierarchic plurality occurs.

In

Algeria, in Ruanda, Burundi and Zanzibar, in Haiti in 1794 and 1804,
in Mozambique and Angola during the final years of Portuguese colonial
rule, recently in Cyprus, as in many other countries and

time~,

the

collapse and overthrow of an apparently unshakeable order involves
and unleashes a profound moral revolution, which represents for
many the total transformation of the traditional order of things,
and the reversal of their models of the world.

At such times none

can be sure of the outcome of the struggle, or even of the likely
course of events.

Uncertainty prevails and pervades the entire

society, even after the old state has been overthrown and replaced.
To preclude such possibilities is therefore the overriding concern
of dominant groups in hierarchic plural societies;

and perhaps for

this reason above all others, such sections seek tc institutionalise
their domination in a

mxxix~

unitary state endowed with crushing

resources of power.

Accordingly the ruling sections of hierarchic

pluralities are constrained by the inescapable logic of their
structural situation to maintain or increase the social disjunetions and inequalities on which their power rests.

To regard

such repressive 'internal coloni:tlism' as 'nation-buildingl or as
'nationally integrative' would be cynical in the extreme.

Yet on

our analysis, these policies are typical of ruling groups in unitary
states that incorporate hiera,ychlcal pluralities 1 and d.espi te many
variations, the same is also true of Latin American societies.
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Thus, to conclude, while segmental plural societies are
conducive to consociational regimes and forms of state, even though
they probably provide the most Yavourable and practicable frameworks for such regimes, those structures cannot of themselves
guarantee success for nation-building, depluralisation and political development for the societies they coordinate.

In parallel

fashion, although hierarchic plural societies are normally organised
as unitary states, such frameworks are commonly employed by their
dominant sections to frustrate any changes that might undermine
their collective position and power.

In effect, then, in such

contexts the unitary state is a structure used by dominant groups
as the primary means to frustrate depluralisation, national integration and structural change in the plural societies they dominate.
So long as the dominant sections of such hierarchic pluralities
enjoy favourable external relations with other states, and monopolise the means of violence at home, their regimes remain beyond
local challenge.

However, once either or uoth of these requi-

sites ceases to hold, the regime is at risk;
unity and future of the society it regulates.

and with that, the
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